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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Since the discovery of hot and cold spots on the skin ([@bib3]), the perception of innocuous warm or cool has been hypothesized to be mediated by specific and separate sensory channels ([@bib41]). Dedicated primary afferent thermoreceptors have been described in primate and human skin that respond exclusively to temperature and fire specifically to cooling or warming, but not painful, thermal stimuli ([@bib8], [@bib24], [@bib29]). These afferents typically show ongoing activity at room temperature that is suppressed or enhanced by small temperature changes. Dedicated thermoreceptors have unmyelinated C-fiber axons ([@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib46], [@bib56]), but cooling-responsive afferents with thinly myelinated Aδ-axons have also been described ([@bib6], [@bib13], [@bib26], [@bib46]). Warm or cool sensation could also be relayed by polymodal C-fiber afferents that are also mechanosensitive. In contrast to dedicated thermoreceptors, these fibers increase their firing rates monotonically as temperatures become noxious ([@bib7]). The relative contribution of dedicated thermoreceptors as opposed to polymodal temperature-sensitive afferents to the perception of innocuous cool or warm has yet to be addressed.

Recently, it was shown that mice perceive low-threshold thermal stimuli as assessed with a goal-directed perception task ([@bib37], [@bib55]). Mice are able to detect cooling of the skin with perceptual thresholds of just 1°C, similarly to humans ([@bib21], [@bib37], [@bib44]). We found that activity in polymodal C-fibers was required to perceive innocuous skin cooling ([@bib37]). It is clear that thermosensitive TRP channels are key players in conferring temperature sensitivity to polymodal nociceptors ([@bib10], [@bib51]). The availability of mice in which specific *trp* genes have been deleted allows the experimental manipulation of afferent temperature sensitivity to probe the nature of the sensory information required for temperature perception.

At the molecular level, there is overwhelming evidence that the cold-activated ion channel TRPM8 is necessary for the transduction of cold ([@bib34], [@bib35]); mice lacking this channel have severe noxious and innocuous cool-evoked behavioral and perceptual deficits ([@bib1], [@bib16], [@bib27], [@bib37]). Much less is known about candidate molecules for warm transduction; early studies implicated TRPV3 and TRPV4 ([@bib30], [@bib38]), but later studies with mutant mice on pure genetic backgrounds did not support the initial conclusions ([@bib25]). More recently, the TRPM2 channel was shown to be activated by warm temperatures (\>35°C) and was implicated as a warm transducer in sensory neurons ([@bib48], [@bib49]; M. Mulier, I. Vandewauw, J.V., T.V., unpublished data). Additionally, the capsaicin and noxious heat-activated TRPV1 channel, which is co-expressed with TRPM2 in sensory neurons ([@bib48]), was implicated in warm sensation ([@bib43], [@bib48], [@bib55]). However, the expression patterns of thermosensitive TRP channels in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) are complex, and it is clear that ion channels with opposite thermal preference (hot and cold) are co-expressed in single cells ([@bib47], [@bib51]). The complexity of the expression of *trp* channels and thermal response properties of peripheral sensory afferents prompted us to ask whether patterned sensory input or labeled sensory-afferent lines for temperature drive warm or cool perception.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Warm Perception in Mice {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

We used a goal-directed thermal perception task for head-restrained mice ([@bib37]). The glabrous skin of the right forepaw of water-restricted mice was tethered to a Peltier element ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The Peltier element was held at a baseline temperature of 32°C, and brief warming stimuli of 10°C (total duration 4 s) were applied randomly ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Mice were rewarded with water if they licked the sensor between stimulus onset and the re-cooling phase. If mice licked within 2 s before stimulus onset, a 3- to 30-s delay was imposed as a timeout to promote stimulus-lick association. To assess whether licking was selective to the thermal stimulus, "catch" trials were used where no warming or water reward were delivered. We then compared hit and false-alarm rates to assess learning in the task ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). First, we used a small Peltier element (3 × 3 mm) to stimulate the center of the right forepaw; mice report cooling of this skin area within two training sessions ([@bib37]). However, mice given a warming stimulus to the same area exhibited similar hit and false-alarm rates, even after 14 days of training (n = 7 mice; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). In contrast, when a larger skin area was stimulated (Peltier surface 8 × 8 mm, covering most of the forepaw glabrous skin), mice learned to report warming within three to four sessions (n = 12 mice; [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and 1D). Therefore, as in humans ([@bib45]), spatial summation is critical for warmth perception. Next, we measured perceptual thresholds for warming by reducing stimulus amplitude after mice had learned to report a 10°C stimulus. Mice were able to report a warming stimulus of just 1°C (from 32°C to 33°C; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Thus, mice have similar perceptual thresholds for warm as humans ([@bib21], [@bib44]).Figure 1Mice Learn to Report Non-noxious Warm Stimuli Delivered to the Forepaw(A) Cartoon showing behavioral setup with right forepaw tethered to an 8 × 8 mm Peltier.(B) Warm-detection task. Temperature baseline was 32°C and reached 42°C for 4 s. Licks within the warming or warm plateau phase (gray area) were water rewarded (hit). Catch trials were introduced with no warm stimulus and used to measure spontaneous licking (false alarms). Right: thermal images of mice with their forepaw resting on the Peltier element.(C) Example learning curve (top) and PSTH of lick timing at training day 10 (bottom) from one warm-trained mouse.(D) Mice learned to report warm stimuli of 32°C--42°C after the fourth training session (n = 12; two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc tests).(E) Decreasing stimulus amplitude revealed a perceptual threshold of 1°C (n = 11; two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc tests).^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, and ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

Mice Report Forepaw Warming with Lower Fidelity than Cooling {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------

We next compared the perceptual performance of mice to warm and cool stimuli delivered with the larger 8 × 8 mm Peltier from 32°C baseline. Mice learned the cooling task much more rapidly than the warming task; for example, for cooling, hit and false-alarm rates were already significantly different after the first training session (n = 7 mice, p \< 0.0001; [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D and S1E). To more directly compare performance in the warming and cooling detection task, we used d′ measurements (sensitivity index; see [STAR Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}) and found that cooling-trained mice had higher d′ values than warming-trained mice throughout all training sessions ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). Moreover, we found that mice were able to report a cooling stimulus of just 0.5°C ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F), whereas warm-trained mice were not ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). Thus, as in humans, cooling perception has a lower threshold than for warming ([@bib21], [@bib44]).

In warm- and cool-trained mice, peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of the lick latencies showed that first lick responses to cooling peaked within the first second of stimulation; however, the timing of first licks to warm were more variable ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G--S1I). Warm-trained mice reported the stimulus with a mean latency of 0.87 ± 0.07 s compared to just 0.31 ± 0.03 s for cool-trained mice (n = 12 warm-trained mice, n = 7 cool trained mice; data from the training session with shortest mean latency among sessions with d′ \>1.5, p \< 0.0001; [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}I and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). Consistently longer latencies for warm compared to cool were observed in all training sessions ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}J and S1K). Overall, these data indicate that mice sense warm with poorer spatial and temporal resolution than for cool.

Mice Discriminate between Non-noxious Warming and Cooling {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether mice are able to discriminate warming from cooling, we inserted randomly timed cooling stimuli into a warm stimulus detection session ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Warm-trained mice did not lick in response to cooling, indicating that mice correctly discriminate cooling from warming. Interestingly, warm-trained mice licked during the warming phase of the inserted cooling stimulus (n = 7 mice; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Similarly, we inserted warm stimuli into cool detection sessions (n = 7 mice; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Cool-trained mice withheld licking to the inserted warm stimulus and only responded during the cooling phases of the warm stimulus ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Thus, in this task, mice learn to report the direction of temperature change rather than its absolute value.

Polymodal C-Fibers Are Activated by Non-noxious Warm and Cool {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked which populations of cutaneous sensory neurons convey perceptually relevant warming information to the CNS. Using an *ex vivo* skin-nerve preparation of the medial and ulnar nerves innervating the glabrous skin of the forepaw ([@bib52]), we recorded from temperature-sensitive single fibers using a 1°C/s heating or cooling ramp (warming, 32°C to 48°C; cooling, 32°C to 12°C). We surveyed all types of fibers and characterized in detail those with thermally driven activity. All warm-driven fibers increased their firing rate monotonically as temperature increased ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and 2B). This was also true of C-fibers innervating hindpaw glabrous skin (n = 152 fibers tested; data not shown). The majority of thermally driven afferents could be classified as polymodal C-fibers. These polymodal afferents had conduction velocities below 1.2 ms^−1^, showed little or no ongoing firing, and were robustly activated by mechanical stimuli. C-fibers can simply be classified according to the types of stimulus modalities that activate them ([@bib20], [@bib31]); thus, fibers responding only to mechanical and heat stimuli are termed C-mechanoheat (C-MH; 20/37), to mechanical heat and cold C-mechanoheatcold (C-MHC; 6/37), or mechanical and cold stimuli C-mechanocold (C-MC; 7/37) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). Only two fibers without a mechanosensitive receptive field were found and classified as C-cold fibers (C-C; 2/37), and a further two afferents (2/9) with Aδ-fiber conduction velocities (1.2--10 ms^−1^) were found to be temperature sensitive and classified as A-MH (n = 1) and A-MC (n = 1) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). The majority of polymodal C-fibers (C-MH, C-MC, and C-MHC) responded to non-noxious temperatures, defined as spiking to stimuli below 42°C for warming or above 22°C for cooling ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). None of the C-C or Aδ-fibers responded to non-noxious temperatures ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D).Figure 2Forepaw Warming Evokes Spiking Responses in Polymodal C-Fibers(A) Example of two C-MH fibers firing during a 1°C/s heat ramp (one low and one high threshold).(B) Firing rates of all heat-responsive fibers during 1°C/s heat ramp (gray lines). Example traces from (A) are shown in red.(C) Proportions of thermosensory C-fibers and A-fibers. C-MH, C-mechanoheat; C-MHC, C-mechanoheatcold; C-MC, C-mechanocold; C-C, C-cold; A-MH, A-mechanoheat; A-MC, A-mechanoheatcold.(D) Percentage of fibers-in-class responsive to non-noxious warming (\<42°C) and/or cooling (\>22°C).(E) PSTH of mean spike rate of all heat-responsive fibers during 42°C heat ramps.(F) Mean number of action potentials per warm step of C-MH and C-MHC fibers did not differ (repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis).Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

We stimulated thermosensitive C-fibers with a series of 4 s warming and cooling stimuli with the same temporal features used in behavioral experiments ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). PSTHs of spike latency during 32°C--42°C warm stimuli demonstrated that sparse warm-evoked spiking is observed within the first few hundred milliseconds after stimulus onset, but firing activity peaked later ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). The mean C-fiber spike rate increased with increasing warm step amplitude ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). Two warm-sensitive C-MH fibers were found to be activated by a 1°C warm step (32°C--33°C), the smallest warm step reliably detected by the mouse ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Firing was sparse with such small stimuli, consistent with the need for spatial summation to detect warm ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

Ongoing Activity of Cool-Sensitive C-Fibers at Physiological Skin Temperatures {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Like previous studies on rodent nociceptors ([@bib28], [@bib32], [@bib58]), we made *ex vivo* skin-nerve recordings with a bath temperature of 32°C. We had assumed that paw skin temperature in the mouse is 32°C; however, thermal imaging of awake mice revealed that forepaw skin temperature is between 26°C and 28°C ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). To mimic the skin temperature during behavior, we re-investigated the thermosensory profile of forepaw afferents with the bath temperature maintained at 27°C ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) but with the same Peltier baseline (32°C) and temperature steps as before. Again, most heat- and cool-responsive units were polymodal C-fibers ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Intriguingly, we observed a new population of C-fibers with ongoing spike activity in the absence of externally applied thermal stimuli ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). These fibers are reminiscent of low-threshold cold receptors in the cornea ([@bib2]) and may correspond to recently described menthol-sensitive Vglut3^lineage^ sensory neurons described *in vitro* with ongoing activity ([@bib23]). The physiological properties of these fibers closely resembled thermally responsive units recorded in humans ([@bib6], [@bib8]), monkeys ([@bib18]), and rabbits ([@bib42]). C-fibers with ongoing activity at 27°C made up 19% of all thermosensitive fibers recorded and were further characterized as polymodal C-fibers (5 C-MCs and 1 C-MHC). Fibers with ongoing activity displayed firing rates at 27°C between 0.2 and 6 Hz and increased firing to cooling and decreased firing to warming ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). We plotted PSTHs of C-fiber firing to the 32°C--42°C warm ramp used for behavioral training. Warm stimuli activated a separate population of polymodal C-fibers with a time course that mirrored the inhibition of cool-sensitive fibers with ongoing activity ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Cooling ramps from 32°C to 22°C evoked robust firing in a larger population of polymodal C-fibers (C-MCs and C-MHCs; [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G), which included all fibers with ongoing activity at 27°C ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E). Using small step changes in thermal ramps (illustrated in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), we probed how firing rates changed with temperature in cool-sensitive fibers with ongoing activity. As expected, these C-fibers increased their firing rates with cooling and were progressively silenced by warming ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F).Figure 3Warm-Inhibited C-Fibers with Ongoing Activity at Physiological Skin Temperatures(A) Top: thermal image of the mouse forepaw at room temperature, with a paw temperature of 26°C--28°C. Bottom: schematic of forepaw afferent recordings using the *ex vivo* skin-nerve preparation bath temperature set to 27°C.(B) Example of a C-MC fiber with ongoing activity. Cool ramps increased spike rate and warm ramps silenced spike activity.(C) Proportion of C-fibers with ongoing activity found at 32°C and 27°C.(D) PSTH spike rate of warm-excited fibers and warm-inhibited fibers during 10°C warm ramp.(E) PSTH of spike rate of all warm-inhibited units during 10°C cool ramp.(F) Percentage firing rate change in C-fibers with ongoing activity (gray lines) and mean activity change (blue, from ongoing firing rate) to cool and warm.Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

C-fibers with monotonically increasing firing rates to increasing temperature represented the majority of thermosensitive afferents ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S3F). However, we also observed small populations of cool-responsive fibers and warm-responsive afferent fibers that only responded to specific ranges of temperatures and were inhibited by noxious temperatures ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S3F). Warm-preferring units that stopped firing at noxious heat temperatures during the 1°C/s heat ramp were only found in experiments where the skin was maintained at 27°C and not at 32°C, while cool-preferring units were found in both sets of experiments ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F).

Warm-Inhibited C-Fibers Are Key Drivers of Warm Perception {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------------------------------

We next examined warm perception at lower baseline temperatures. We trained mice at a baseline of 22°C to report a 10°C warm step (22°C--32°C). Mice quickly learned the task (n = 6 mice, p \< 0.0001 since training session 2; [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) and had a detection threshold of just 0.5°C ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). In the same mice, we then shifted the baseline to 32°C and delivered 10°C steps. Detection of 10°C warm steps from 22°C baseline was more robust than from 32°C baseline (n = 6 mice, p \< 0.005, mean d′ = 3.43 ± 0.26 versus 2.05 ± 0.36; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Mice trained to report warm of 22°C--32°C displayed faster detection latencies than those trained at 32°C--42°C (n = 6 and n = 12 mice respectively, p \< 0.05, 0.59 ± 0.04 s versus 0.87 ± 0.07 s; [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S4F). In addition, mice reported a 10°C cooling step from a 22°C baseline (n = 6, p \< 0.0001 from session 1; [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B--S4D), but here, response latency increased from 0.31 ± 0.03 s in mice trained to report 32°C to 22°C (n = 7 mice) to 0.75 ± 0.06 s in mice trained to report 22°C to 12°C (n = 6 mice) (p \< 0.0001; [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). These data indicate that warm perception is more acute at lower baseline temperature values.Figure 4Warm Perception from 22°C Baseline and Its Afferent Coding(A) Learning curve of mice trained to report a 22°C to 32°C warming step. Mice reliably report the stimulus from the second session on (n = 6 mice, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc tests).(B) Mice detect a warming step of 0.5°C starting from a baseline of 22°C (n = 6 mice, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc tests).(C) Left: the same mice reliably detect warm from 32°C or 22°C baseline; hit and false-alarm rate differences were statistically significant (n = 6 mice, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc tests). Right: the sensitivity index (d′) was poorer for warming steps from a 32°C baseline compared to 22°C (n = 6 mice, p = 0.0014, paired t test).(D) The proportion of cool-fibers with ongoing activity (left) and mean their firing rates (right) recorded at 22°C.(E) PSTHs of warm-inhibited fibers and warm-excited fibers during 22°C--32°C stimuli.(F) Average spike count of all warm-excited fibers during 22°C--32°C and 32°C--42°C stimuli.^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, and ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

Next, we compared perceptual performance with afferent responses with a bath temperature 27°C to mimic paw temperature and a Peltier baseline of 22°C. Here, we found cool-sensitive fibers with ongoing spiking rates similar to those found with a bath temperature of 27°C ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), which were silenced by a 22°C--32°C warming step ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). We also recorded cool-excited fibers that increased their firing rates to a 22°C to 12°C cold stimulus ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H). Interestingly, we also observed warm excited C-MH and C-MHC fibers, but these fibers were only sparsely and weakly activated compared to when warming stimuli were given from a starting temperature of 32°C ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E and 4F). Thus, from a 22°C baseline, mice show robust warmth perception, despite a substantial reduction in the strength of excitatory drive from warm-excited afferents.

Warm-Responsive TRP Channels Are Not Absolutely Required for Warmth Perception {#sec2.7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A number of TRP channels are thought to be required for warm detection. We therefore used mice with targeted *trp* channel gene deletions to ask which channels are required for the sensory coding of warm perception. We trained mutant (backcrossed onto C57BL/6 background) and wild-type (WT) C57BL/6 mice to report a 10°C warm stimulus (from 32°C baseline) using the (8 × 8 mm) Peltier device. We found that *trpv1*^−/−^ mice learned to report non-painful warm stimulation of the forepaw (32°C--42°C) (n = 8 mice; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Performance ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E, 5F, and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G) and lick-response latencies ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and 5B) were similar to WT ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and 5B). Like WT mice, *trpv1*^−/−^ mice could detect a temperature change of 1°C (32°C--33°C; [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D); thus, TRPV1 appears to be dispensable for warm perception.Figure 5TRPV1, TRPM2, TRPA1, and TRPM3 Are Not Absolutely Required for Warm Perception(A) Lick PSTH warm-trained control WT mice at day 10 showing distribution of first licks to the warm stimulus (red) or during catch trials (gray).(B) Same as (A), but for *trpv1*^−/−^.(C) Same as (A), but for *trpm2*^−/−^; note the small difference between hit and false-alarm lick rates.(D) Same as (A), but for *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^.(E) Sensitivity (d′) analysis revealed all *trp* mutant mice detect warm better than chance (d′ = 0). However, all *trp* mouse mutants had partial perceptual deficits compared to WT mice (WT mean d′ = 2.45 ± 0.30, *trpv1*^−/−^ d′ = 1.48 ± 0.19 versus WT, p \< 0.05; *trpm2*^−/−^ d′ = 1.03 ± 0.29 versus WT p \< 0.01, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ d′ = 1.28 ± 0.20 versus WT; p \< 0.01 unpaired t tests).(F) Sensitivity (d′) values of WT mice and *trpv1*^−/−^, *trpm2*^−/−^, and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice during warm threshold sessions.^∗^p \< 0.05 and ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

*trpm2*^−/−^ mice were also able to learn to report non-painful warm (32°C--42°C) over the 10-day training period (n = 6 mice; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B, and S5G). However, we found that learning performance was impaired in *trpm2*^−/−^ compared to WT mice ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E, 5F, and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G). Additionally, lick PSTHs of *trpm2*^−/−^ mice suggested poorer detection of the stimulus ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). Moreover, *trpm2*^−/−^ mice had slightly higher warm perceptual thresholds (2°C) than WT mice (1°C) ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). These data indicate that, while TRPM2 plays a role in warm perception, it is not essential.

Finally, we trained mice in which the genes encoding the TRPV1, TRPA1, and TRPM3 ion channels were ablated (*trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^). These mice are unable to sense acute noxious heat ([@bib51]), but many C-fibers that encode noxious heat are also activated by non-noxious warm ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Surprisingly, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice learned to report warming stimuli of 32°C--42°C (n = 10; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D, 5E, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C, and S5G) and could also sense small amplitude warming stimuli ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). In addition, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice could sense warming stimuli of 22°C--32°C (n = 10; [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}K and S5L) as well as cooling stimuli of 32°C to 22°C (n = 6; [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H--S5J). Together, these findings reveal that mice perceive warm in the absence of TRPV1, TRPM2, TRPM3, and TRPA1.

Recordings from hindpaw C-fibers in *trpv1*^−/−^*, trpm2*^−/−^, and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mutant mice (from a 32°C baseline) indicated that the ability of polymodal C-fibers to detect both warm and cooling stimuli was largely unchanged compared to WT mice ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D and S6F). The only significant differences noted was that the proportion of cool-sensitive C-fibers (C-MHC and C-MC fibers) was significantly reduced in *trpm2*^−/−^ mice compared to controls ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Additionally, C-MH and C-MHC fibers recorded from *trpv1*^−/−^ mice were normally activated by non-noxious temperatures but in contrast to WT polymodal nociceptors failed to dramatically increase their firing rates when stimulated into the noxious range (\>44°C) ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B--S6E).

Warm Perception Requires TRPM8 Channels {#sec2.8}
---------------------------------------

C-fibers with ongoing cool-driven activity may be dependent on the cold-activated channel TRPM8, and this prompted us ask if *trpm8*^−/−^ mice can learn to detect warm. We trained *trpm8*^−/−^ mice on our warm task (32°C--42°C) for 10 days, and they completely failed to report warm (n = 10 mice; [Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A and 6B). False-alarm lick rates remained similar to hit rates over the training session; licking was poorly correlated to the stimulus time, and d′ measurements were significantly reduced compared to WT mice trained for the same number of sessions ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B, 6C, and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G). However, *trpm8*^−/−^ mice easily learned to report mechanical stimuli applied to the forepaw (n = 5 mice, p \< 0.001 session 1; [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}M and S5N) and auditory stimuli (data not shown) with short lick latencies, demonstrating that the warm perception deficit was not due to a general learning impairment. *trpm8*^−/−^ mice were also unable to report cooling (32°C to 22°C) when delivered via a larger, 8 × 8 mm Peltier (data not shown); previous data were obtained using a smaller stimulus area of 3 × 3 mm ([@bib37]). Thus, unexpectedly, TRPM8 expression appears to be required for warm sensation in mice.Figure 6TRPM8 Is Required for Warm PerceptionFor a Figure360 author presentation of this figure, see <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2020.02.035>.(A) *trpm8*^−/−^ mice showed no warm detection, as hit and false-alarm rates were the same throughout training (n = 10; two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc tests).(B) After 10 training days, *trpm8*^−/−^ mice had d′ values ∼ 0 (chance performance), which was significantly different compared to WT (WT mean d′ = 2.45 ± 0.30 and n = 12, *trpm8*^−/−^ d′ = 0.04 ± 0.09 and n = 10; p \< 0.0001 versus WT, unpaired t test).(C) PSTH of the first licks of *trpm8*^−/−^ mice at day 10. No difference between presence (red) and absence (gray) of stimulus.(D) Schematic representation of pharmacological experiment using the TRPM8 antagonist PBMC.(E) Raster plot (top) from a DMSO-vehicle-treated mouse and population mean first-lick latency PSTH (bottom).(F) Raster plot (top) from a PBMC-treated mouse and population mean first-lick latency PSTH (bottom) show much reduced warm detection.(G) Hit and false-alarm rate differences was reversibly reduced in PBMC-treated mice compared to vehicle, with recovery 24 h after treatment (n = 5, two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis).(H) Sensitivity (d′) indices were reversibly impaired in PBMC-treated mice compared to vehicle controls (n = 5, paired t tests between PBMC and DMSO or recovery groups).(I) PBMC-treated mice report tactile stimuli normally (n = 6, two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis).^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, and ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

The loss of warm sensation in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice could be an indirect consequence of the early developmental loss of cool information reaching the brain. We addressed this issue by acutely inactivating TRPM8 in the forepaw of WT mice using PBMC (1-Phenylethyl-(2-aminoethyl)\[4-(benzyloxy)-3-methoxybenzyl\]carbamate), a selective antagonist of TRPM8 that has been shown to suppress cooling-responsive cells and reduce cooling-evoked behavioral responses in mice ([@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib27], [@bib57]). We first trained WT animals to report warm stimuli and then we pharmacologically inactivated TRPM8 by performing a transdermal injection in the plantar side of the right forepaw ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D--6F). Twenty minutes after PBMC application, mice showed a significantly poorer warm detection performance compared to DMSO-treated controls as shown by reduced d′ indices (n = 5 mice, p \< 0.01, mean d′ 1.39 ± 0.13 vehicle injected versus 0.55 ± 0.07 PBMC injected; [Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}G and 6H). Furthermore, the latencies to report the stimuli in the successful hit trials were longer when mice were given local PBMC (n = 5 mice, p \< 0.001, mean latency 1.37 ± 0.05 s vehicle injected versus 2.02 ± 0.07 s PBMC injected; data not shown). These effects were reversible, as mice showed baseline levels of performance and latencies 24 h after PBMC injection ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}G and 6H). Moreover, the effects of PBMC injection were restricted to thermal perception, as transdermal PBMC injections in mice trained to report a tactile stimulus had no effect on this behavior ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}I). Together, these data suggest that functional TRPM8 channels expressed in the forepaw are acutely required for warm perception.

Warm-Inhibited C-Fibers Are Absent in *trpm8*^−/−^ Mice {#sec2.9}
-------------------------------------------------------

The presence of warm perception in WT and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ and absence in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice prompted us to examine forepaw afferent responses from these two strains. Interestingly, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice cannot detect noxious heat, a modality signaled by the same polymodal C-fibers that respond to warm. We therefore made forepaw afferent recordings from WT, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^, and *trpm8*^−/−^ mutant mice with the bath temperature set to 27°C. The proportions of thermosensory fiber subtypes were comparable between WT and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice, but *trpm8*^−/−^ mice showed an expected loss of cool-sensitive fibers ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). Notably, we did not find any cool-responsive fibers in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice with ongoing activity (n = 7 mice; [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C), presumably due to the dramatic reduction in C-fiber cool sensitivity. In contrast, active cool fibers with ongoing activity were present in *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice and had firing rates similar to those found in WT mice ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 7*trpm8*^−/−^ Mice Lack Warm-Evoked Silencing of C-Fibers(A) Proportions of thermosensitive forepaw C-fibers were not significantly different between WT and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice, but there was dramatic reduction in cold-sensitive C-MC and C-MHC fibers in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice compared to WT.(B) Proportions of warm-responsive fibers did not differ between control and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ and *trpm8*^−/−^ mice.(C) Absence of cool-driven C-fibers with ongoing activity in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice. The incidence and firing rates of cool-driven C-fibers with ongoing activity was not different between *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice and WT controls.(D) Mean warm-evoked firing rates did not differ among control, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^, and *trpm8*^−/−^ mice (repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis).(E) PSTHs of mean spike rates to a warm ramp recorded from warm-activated C-fibers showed comparable responses between genotypes.(F) PSTHs from warm-inhibited, cool-driven fibers (not present in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice).Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

Both noxious heat- (above 42°C) and warm-excited (32°C--42°C) fibers were present in *trpm8*^−/−^ and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice with similar proportions to WT mice and were all polymodal ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B--7E). Forepaw C-fibers with monotonic spiking responses to warm were observed in both *trpm8*^−/−^ and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D and 7E), but, as previously reported ([@bib51]), there was a significant reduction in noxious heat responses at 48°C in *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). There were no significant differences in heat-evoked spike activity in C-fibers between control and *trpm8*^−/−^ mice ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Cool-preferring and monotonic cold fibers were also present in both *trpm8*^−/−^ mice and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). We conclude that for warm perception, input from warm-inhibited cool-sensitive C-fibers is necessary. On the other hand, input from warm-excited C-fibers alone appears insufficient to allow mice to perceive warm.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

While the afferent neurons and ion channels necessary for cool perception have been studied extensively ([@bib5], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib27], [@bib35], [@bib37], [@bib39]), far less is known about non-noxious warm perception ([@bib4], [@bib19]). Here, we show that mice have similar perceptual thresholds for warm as humans. We identify C-fibers (C-MHC and C-MC fibers) that show cool-driven ongoing activity at physiological temperatures but are inhibited by warming stimuli as critical players in warm sensation. The activity of these warm-inhibited fibers is dependent on TRPM8 channels, as these fibers are absent in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice that cannot detect warm ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The second population of polymodal C-fibers (C-MHC and C-MH fibers) was sparsely activated by warm stimuli. None of the thermo-*trp* channel knockout mice examined (*trpv1*^−/−^, *trpm2*^−/−^, and *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^) exhibited complete loss of warm coding by polymodal C-fibers (C-MHC and C-MH fibers), and all mutant mice could detect warm ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We propose that it is the concurrent inhibition and excitation of these two polymodal channels that provide the sensory code for warm perception ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 8Model of Afferent Encoding of Perceived WarmthForepaw warming recruits two populations of sensory afferents: (1) activation of warm-sensitive C-fibers that are silent at rest (red) and (2) decreased spiking in a subset of cool-sensitive C-fibers that are active at rest (blue). A warm step from 32°C to 42°C elicits both types of responses, and a warm step of 22°C to 32°C evokes mainly warming-evoked inhibition. In the absence warm-evoked inhibition of C-fibers with cool-driven ongoing activity, warm detection fails (*trpm8*^−/−^ mice), even in the presence of warm-evoked firing (red).

Non-painful Warm and Cool Perception Is Similar in Mouse and Human {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

We show that mice exhibit remarkably similar warm and cool perceptual abilities to humans. Mice detect skin warming of just 0.5°C and skin cooling of 0.5°C from a 32°C or 22°C baseline, values that closely match forearm thermal thresholds in humans ([@bib44]). As in humans, the ability of mice to report forepaw warming is strongly dependent on spatial summation ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) ([@bib19], [@bib44], [@bib45]), and mice easily discriminate non-noxious warming from cooling stimuli. Mice show higher sensitivity to cool than to warm ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, mice reported warm steps slightly better when the baseline was 22°C, a task that might rely more on inhibition of cool fibers, than at 32°C ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In humans the perception of skin cooling is more acute and reliable than for warm ([@bib44]). The similarity in thermal perceptual ability between mice and humans suggests that both sensory coding and central processing of temperature discrimination has a common neural basis.

No Labeled Line for Warm Sensation {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------

We did not record any forepaw C-fibers that might form a labeled afferent line tuned exclusively to warm. In mice, warm-sensitive afferents recorded at a baseline skin temperature of 32°C all responded monotonically to increasing skin temperature and also responded to high-threshold mechanical stimuli ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The mouse forepaw has a much higher surface to volume ratio than the primate hand; thus, maintenance of skin temperature close to body core temperature could be problematic in this appendage. Thermal imaging measurements revealed that the mouse forepaw temperature was lower than core body temperature at between 27°C and 29°C. This observation led us to investigate warm perception and sensory coding at these more physiological temperatures. Interestingly, at a baseline temperature of 27°C, we found a small number of warm- or cool-preferring C-fibers that decrease firing rates when temperatures become noxious ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D--S3E′). However, these warm- or cool-preferring fibers were very broadly tuned to stimulus amplitude (range of ∼Δ10°C) but were not dedicated thermoreceptors, as they also respond to high threshold mechanical stimuli. In a classic paper, [@bib29] showed that sparse coding of warm by dedicated thermoreceptors in the monkey hand may account for psychophysical performance in humans. However, warm-specific receptors are very rare in human skin. In one study, just 5 out of 125 C-fibers were found to exhibit the classic features of a dedicated warming receptor ([@bib24]). Thus, the warm-preferring C-fibers identified here may be the murine equivalent of more tightly tuned, dedicated thermoreceptors identified in primates. Indeed, our data are consistent with large-scale imaging of thousands of DRG neurons to thermal stimuli that has failed to identify large populations of sensory neurons that respond to specific ranges of warm ([@bib12], [@bib53], [@bib55]). Importantly, we also observed no decrease in the incidence of warm-preferring or warm-activated C-fibers in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice that cannot detect warm ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, dedicated warm receptors alone cannot provide sufficient information to drive warm perception.

Sparse Coding for Warm {#sec3.3}
----------------------

Using warm as a search stimulus, we found that the majority of warm-coding afferents were polymodal C-fibers: C-MH (warm-excited), C-MHC (warm-excited or warm-inhibited), or C-MC (warm-inhibited) fibers. We found that individual polymodal C-fibers are only sparsely activated (or inhibited) by warm stimuli around the perceptual threshold, with firing rates changing only slightly for the smallest warm steps ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In rodents, most reports have shown that more than 60% of all C-fibers show polymodality, including activation by cold and heat ([@bib36], [@bib37], [@bib59]). Here, using slow warming and cooling ramps, we show that the vast majority (\>60%) of mouse polymodal C-fibers show changes in spiking ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). We counted the total number of unmyelinated C-fibers in the medial and ulnar nerves from transmission electron micrographs ([Figures S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F and S7G) and found that the skin areas innervated by these two nerves may have C-fiber densities of up to 176 fibers/mm^2^. The extremely high skin innervation density of the forepaw has already been observed for mechanoreceptors that mediate touch sensation ([@bib52], [@bib54]). Based on our recordings, ∼36% of all C-fibers are responsive to innocuous skin temperature change; thus, more than 60 C-fibers/mm^2^ could provide some warm-related information. Only mice trained with the larger Peltier device were able to learn the warm-detection task, as mice failed to reliably learn the task with a smaller probe ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Spatial summation of temperature information over almost the entire forepaw (Peltier contact area ∼22 mm^2^) therefore seems to be required for warm detection, and this would be associated with warm-evoked firing-rate changes (inhibition and excitation) in more than 1,300 C-fibers for a 10°C temperature change. Thus, individual sensory neurons provide sparse information about warm, but this may be compensated by information being carried by large numbers of fibers. Interestingly, in human skin both polymodal C-MH and C-MHC fibers with physiological properties similar to those described here are very common (\>40% of total C-fibers) ([@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib50]). Thus, sparse coding of warm-evoked activity by many polymodal C-fibers may be an evolutionarily conserved mechanism for warm detection.

Heat-Activated TRP Channels Are Not Required for Warm Sensing {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Recent reports indicated a role for both *trpm2* and *trpv1* in warm transduction ([@bib48], [@bib55]; but see M. Mulier, I. Vandewauw, J.V., T.V., unpublished data). Here, we did not observe any warm (32°C--42°C) encoding defect in the afferents of *trpv1*^−/−^ mice, but we did observe a marked reduction in spiking beyond the noxious heat threshold (\>42°C). This is in good agreement with the mild behavioral deficits in reacting to noxious heat observed in these animals ([@bib11]). We found that *trpm2*^−/−^ mice do have a performance deficit in warm detection ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, we found no significant differences in the sensitivity of polymodal C-fibers (C-MH and C-MHCs) to non-noxious warm. Indeed, the only afferent deficit observed in *trpm2*^−/−^ mice was reduced numbers of cold-sensitive polymodal C-fibers ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The ion channel trio composed by TRPV1, TRPA1, and TRPM3 has recently been shown to play an essential role in the encoding of acute noxious heat ([@bib51]). The profound noxious heat deficit in these mice allowed us to ask if warm sensation is preserved in the absence of noxious heat sensation. This question was particularly interesting considering that many polymodal C-fibers can convey both warm and noxious heat information ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly to *trpv1*^−/−^ mice, the heat-sensitive fibers of *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice showed much reduced spiking in the noxious heat range, as shown previously ([@bib51]). Nevertheless, *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice display reduced performance, but were still able to report warm ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with behavioral thermal preference assays ([@bib51]). We found reduced numbers of warm-activated C-fibers in *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice, but the reduction was not statistically significantly ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Cool-Sensitive Afferents Are Required for Warm Perception {#sec3.5}
---------------------------------------------------------

Cool-sensitive C-fibers are predominantly TRPM8^+^ ([@bib1], [@bib17]). We confirmed here that in the absence of *trpm8*, many fewer C-fibers were found that responded to cool in the 32°C to 22°C range ([@bib1], [@bib37]). Unexpectedly, we observed a complete lack of warm perception in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice and a strong deficit in control mice following an acute inhibition of the TRPM8 channels in the paw but no change in the properties of warm-activated fibers in *trpm8*^−/−^ mice. Instead, *trpm8*^−/−^ mice lacked ongoing activity of cool-sensitive fibers and therefore the mechanism of warm-evoked inhibition was disabled. Control mice robustly detect a warm step of 22°C to 32°C, a stimulus that elicited poor spiking in warm-activated neurons, but this step evoked robust inhibition of cool-sensitive C-fibers with ongoing activity. These data suggest that warm-evoked inhibition of fibers that are active at rest are necessary for the perception of warm.

Interestingly, cool-sensitive C-fibers with ongoing activity had similar firing rates during the baselines of 32°C and 22°C ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that they adapt their discharge rate to the background temperature and are therefore specialized in encoding magnitude of change rather than absolute temperature. Similarly, cooling-sensitive fibers showed similar responses to cooling of 32°C to 22°C and 22°C to 12°C ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H). This contrasts with warm-sensitive afferents, which showed robust spiking responses to warm at 32°C to 42°C ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D) but reduced responses to a warm step of 22°C to 32°C ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E and 4F). The idea that heat-sensitive neurons encode temperature in an absolute way but cold-sensitive neurons encode magnitude of change has been previously proposed ([@bib53], [@bib40]). Our results are thus compatible with the findings from these large-scale imaging studies.

Two Polymodal Sensory Channels for Warm Sensation {#sec3.6}
-------------------------------------------------

We propose a model whereby two sensory information channels provide the information to drive highly sensitive and accurate detection of skin warming ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Of these two channels, excitation of warm-excited-sensitive and inhibition of cool-sensitive polymodal C-fibers, we show that the latter is necessary for warm detection ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). While we have not identified a mouse model or experimental situation in which warm-excited polymodal C-fibers are completely absent, we observed that warm detection performance is significantly impacted in situations where only the numbers of warm-excited C-fibers are reduced (*trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^−/−^ mice; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore propose that activity in two populations of cutaneous polymodal C-fibers is required to drive warm detection, without a need for specialized thermoreceptors. This model explains why mice do not confuse warm with cool, as it is only warm that simultaneously excites one population and inhibits the second C-fiber population. Our data now challenge the field to discover where and how these two streams of sensory information are integrated in the spinal cord or brain to drive accurate and specific thermal perception.

STAR★Methods {#sec4}
============

Key Resources Table {#sec4.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins**PBMC TRPM8 blockerFocus BiomoleculesCat\#10-1413Toluidine BlueRothCat\#0300.2Uranyl AcetateServaCat\#77870Lead CitrateLeica, Ultrastain 2Cat\#16705530**Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains**Mouse: *Trpv1*^−/−^ B6.129X1-Trpv1^tm1Jul^The Jackson LaboratoryJAX 003770Mouse: *Trpm2*^*−/−*^[@bib60]N/AMouse: *Trpm8*^*−/−*^ B6.129P2-Trpm8^tm1Jul^The Jackson LaboratoryJAX 005693Mouse: T*rpv1*^*−/−*^*Trpm3*^*−/−*^*Trpa1*^*−/−*^ triple knockout (TKO) mice[@bib51]N/AMouse: C57BL/6JThe Jackson LaboratoryJAX 000664**Software and Algorithms**PythonPython Software Foundation<https://www.python.org/>LabVIEWNational Instruments<https://www.ni.com/en-us.html>Prism 5.0 / 6.0GraphPad Software<https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/>OpenOffice CalcApache Software Foundation<https://www.openoffice.org/product/calc.html>Spike2Cambridge Electronic Design Limited<http://ced.co.uk/products/spkovin>

Lead Contact and Materials Availability {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------

As Lead Contact, Gary Lewin will fulfill any requests for further information, resources or reagents. Please contact <glewin@mdc-berlin.de>. No new reagents or mouse lines were generated in this study.

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------

### Animals {#sec4.3.1}

All experiments were approved by the Berlin animal ethics committee and carried out in accordance with European animal welfare law. Adult Wild-type C57Bl6/J mice and transgenic mice were used. Both male and female mice were used in this study, but no obvious differences were observed between sexes. All mice were given *ad libitum* access to food and water, except in for prior to behavioral testing (see below). The following strains of transgenic mice were used: 1) *trpv1*^−/−^ mice on a mixed background, from Jackson Laboratories (B6.129X1-Trpv1^tm1Jul^) ([@bib11]). 2) *Trpm2*^−/−^ mice on a mixed background (129/SvJ and C57Bl6/N), backcrossed with C57Bl6/J mice for several generations, kindly donated by Yasuo Mori, Kyoto University (Yamamoto et al., 2008). 3) *Trpm8*^−/−^ mice on a mixed background, from Jackson Laboratories (B6.129P2-Trpm8^tm1Jul^) ([@bib1]). 4). The *trpv1:trpa1:trpm3*^*−/−*^ triple knockout mice on a C57BL/6J background were generated by Thomas Voets and Joris Vriens and made available for this study ([@bib51]). All mice were maintained on a 12h light/ 12h dark cycle.

Method Details {#sec4.4}
--------------

### Head implanting of mice for behavioral training {#sec4.4.1}

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (3%--4% initiation and 1.5%--2% maintenance in O~2~) and injected subcutaneously with Metamizol (200 mg per kg of body weight). Temperature of mice was monitored with a rectal probe and kept at 37°C using a heating pad. A light metal support was implanted onto the skull with glue (UHU dent) and dental cement (Paladur). Mice were then placed in their home cage with Metamizol (200 mg/ml) in the drinking supply 1-3 days.

### Behavioral training {#sec4.4.2}

Initially, head implanted mice were habituated to head-restraint in the behavioral setup for three days with increasing restriction times (15, 30 and 60 mins). During the second and third habituation sessions, the right forepaw was fixed to the ground with medical tape, in order to habituate the mice to paw-restraint.

Next, mice were water restricted and they underwent two "pairing" sessions in consecutive days. In these, water rewards were given from a water spout paired to presentation of the thermal stimulus in the forepaw (via an 3x3 or 8x8 mm Peltier element stimulator); to build an association between stimulus and reward. Each session lasted 1 hour approximately.

Mice that had undergone habituation and pairing started behavioral training. During training, mice only got a water reward (4-7 μl) from the spout when they licked it during a timeout upon start of the stimulus (3.5 s). Catch trials (where no stimulus is presented but licks are counted as false alarms) were included, interleaved, as 50% of the total trials.

Performance was assessed by counting hits and false alarms. All trials were delivered at randomized time intervals between 3 and 30 s. A training session consisted of about 100 trials (50 stimulus + 50 catch). Baseline temperature was 32°C, and stimuli consisted on an initial ramp to reach goal temperature (0.5 s), a hold phase (3 s) and a phase in which temperature returned to baseline (0.5 s). it was increased or decreased in 10°C during stimuli. In threshold experiments, stimulus amplitude was reduced every day (e.g., 6, 4, 2, 1, 0.5°C).

For sound training of *Trpm8*^−/−^ mice, a magnetic buzzer generated a sound stimulus of roughly 40 dB SPL that lasted for as long as the thermal stimulus. In the mechanical stimulation training, a Piezo stimulator produced a 3.5 s long single contact with the glabrous skin of the forepaw, and mice were rewarded when they licked within a time window of the same length as the thermal training.

### Skin-nerve preparation and sensory afferent recordings {#sec4.4.3}

Cutaneous sensory fiber recordings were performed using the *ex vivo* skin nerve preparation. Mice were euthanized by CO~2~ inhalation for 2-4 min followed by cervical dislocation. In experiments using *Trp* knockout mice and C57/Bl6J control mice, the saphenous nerve and shaved hairy skin of the hind limb were dissected free. In forepaw experiments, the forepaw glabrous skin and innervating medial and ulnar nerves were dissected in a separate group of C57/Bl6J control mice. Skin and nerve samples were placed in an organ bath of 32°C perfused with a synthetic interstitial fluid (SIF buffer): 123mM NaCl, 3.5mM KCl, 0.7mM MgSO~4~, 1.7mM NaH~2~PO~4~, 2.0mM CaCl~2~, 9.5 mM sodium gluconate, 5.5mM glucose, 7.5mM sucrose and 10mM HEPES (pH7.4). The saphenous/medial and ulnar nerves were placed in an adjacent chamber in mineral oil, where fine filaments were teased from the nerve and placed on the recording electrode.

The receptive fields of individual thermosensory units were identified by pipetting hot (∼48°C) and cold (∼5°C) SIF buffer onto the surface of the skin. Electrical stimuli (1Hz, square pulses of 50-500ms) were delivered to unit receptive fields to classify them as C-fibers (velocity \< 1.2 m/s), A-delta fibers (1.2-10 m/s) or A-beta fibers (\> 10 m/s). To test mechanosensitivity of units, four 3 s duration ramp and hold mechanical stimuli of increasing amplitude (20-400mN) were delivered using a computer controlled nanomotor® (Kleindieck, Germany).

To test thermal responses of units, a computer controlled Peltier device with a 3x3mm contact point (custom device built by Yale School of Medicine Instrumentation Repair and Design) was placed on the center of the unit receptive field and a series of thermal stimuli were applied. In hairy hindpaw skin experiments, a heat ramp from 32 to 48°C (1°C/s) and a cold ramp from 32 to 12°C (1°C/s) was used. Average responses were obtained from three heat and cold ramps, with 2 minute intervals between each stimuli. In forepaw experiments, thermosensory unit receptive fields were stimulated with warm ramps which matched behavioral experiments: 0.5 s ramp, 3 s hold, and 0.5 s ramp to baseline. 32-42°C warm ramps and 32-22°C cold ramps were given, and if units responded to these stimuli then a series of warm and/or cool ramps were given which decreased the amplitude by 2°C (e.g., 32-40°C, 32-38°C etc), followed by 32-33°C and 32-32.5 heat ramps, and/or 32-31°C and 32-31.5°C cool ramps. Thermal ramps were repeated 3-7 times, depending on the recording, to create average cell responses. Sensory fiber receptive fields were also stimulated using 1°C/s 32-48°C heat and 32-12°C cold ramps. Cells which exhibited signs of wind up or spontaneous activity after multiple stimulations were discarded from analysis.

### Transdermal injections in the forepaw {#sec4.4.4}

Mice that had been head implanted and trained (6 sessions) to report non-painful thermal stimuli in the forepaw were briefly anesthetized with isoflurane (3%--4% initiation and 1.5%--2% maintenance in O~2~). Once the pain reflexes were absent due to the anesthesia, 10 μL of solution were injected transdermally into the plantar side of the right forepaw, using a syringe of gauge 30G (0.3mm). Afterward, mice recovered from anesthesia. 15 minutes after the injection, all mice were active and were tested in the thermal perception task. As in all behavioral experiments described here, thermal stimuli were delivered to the right forepaw.

To control for the possible effects of the injection procedure and the anesthesia, mice were injected in two occasions in different days: once with a solution in which the TRPM8 antagonist PBMC was absent (DMSO control); and once with a solution containing the drug (PBMC group). The injected solutions consisted of 4 μL of DMSO with 0.1 mg of PBMC diluted in 6 μL of saline (PBMC injection) and 4 μL of DMSO in 6 μL of saline (DMSO control).

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------

### Analysis of behavior {#sec4.5.1}

Licks were recorded with a sensor at the tip of the water reward spout. A thermocouple wire placed at the interface Peltier-forepaw skin measured the temperature during the training sessions. In stimulus trials, a hit was counted when there was a lick within the window of opportunity (3.5 s) after the start of the stimulus. During catch trials, a false alarm took place when there was a lick during an equally long window of opportunity.

To assess whether mice successfully learnt the detection task, hit rates were compared to false alarm rates within the same training session. Latencies to respond to stimuli were quantified and compared between groups as an additional measure.

To quantify performance in the detection tasks, we used d' (sensitivity index) instead of the percentage of correct trials, in order to take into account bias in the licking criterion ([@bib9]). To calculate d', the following formula was used: d' = z(h) -- z(fa), where z(h) and z(fa) are the normal inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the hit and false alarm rates, respectively. To avoid infinity d' values, when all trials were reported (rate = 1) or none of them was (rate = 0), the rates were replaced by (1-1/2N) or (1/2N), respectively, where N is the number of trials the stimulus was presented ([@bib33]).

The z scores for hit and false alarm rates were calculated with OpenOffice Calc (Apache Software Foundation) using the function NORMINV.

Behavioral data was collected used custom-written routines in Lab View at 1 kHz sampling rate, and custom-written Python scripts were used for analysis.

### Analysis of skin-nerve recordings {#sec4.5.2}

Cutaneous forepaw and hindpaw thermosensory units were categorized based on their conduction velocity and responses to thermal and mechanical stimuli.

Single unit recording thermal data points represent a mean response of \> 3 stimuli. Thermal and mechanical thresholds of units were calculated as the temperature or mechanical amplitude required to elicit the first action potential. In forepaw experiments, heat and cold-evoked firing activity was compared between different fiber populations e.g., C-mechanoheat (C-MH) versus C-mechanoheatcold (C-MHC). In hindpaw experiments, population responses of units recorded from wild-type control and *trp* knockout mice were statistically compared. Spike histogram graphs represent pooled data from multiple responses within and between C-fiber recordings in different animals.

### Statistical tests {#sec4.5.3}

Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 5.0/6.0 and Python. Statistical tests for significance are stated in the text, and include two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni's post hoc test, Student t test, Mann Whitney test and Wilcoxon matched pairs test. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to assess normality of the data. Asterisks in figures indicate statistical significance: ^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.

Data and Code Availability {#sec4.6}
--------------------------

The datasets/code generated in the current study have not been uploaded to a public repository because of large file size, but are available upon reasonable request.
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